
As people rely more and more on applying technology to solve problems, the ability of 
human to think for themselves will surely deteriorate. 
Discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement and explain the 
reasoning for the position you take. 

It is not recondite that dependency on technology had several 
downsides drawbacks in human lives. Nowadays people tend to spend 
more time on various applications on their smartphones rather than 
spending time for communication or reading books. Even their 
commuting time will be filled with technology. 

The statement intends to elaborate on status of development of 
human brain from various perspectives which technology might have 
impacted not in a positive way. The statement declares that applying 
technology more and more made humans to be more dependent on it 
and have them not to develop their brain skills such as problem solving, 
thinking for innovative ideas. 

However, technology had its merits apart from making humans 
addicted to it. Technology could bring about rigorously sophisticated tools 
in order to find well-founded evidence to prove the theories. As an 
instance, scientists delineate various theories regarding spaces, various 
planets, and stars. Although these theories were based on scientific 
evidences, they could not be proven via true evidences. However, 
technology could make it happen through highly fine telescopes and 
cameras, which could take high quality pictures of stars or planets. One of 
the recent examples refers to findings regarding black holes in the space, 
which has had been an outlandish unresolved issue for decades.  Now by 
the assist of software technology, scientists could convert the captured 
pictures to data and depict the reality of black wholes. 

On the other hand, it cannot be overlooked that in some cases 
development of technology has led to humans not only not to use exploit 
the human their brain sufficiently not only to use their brain less but also 
utilize it in order to solve the more involved issues that needs hours of 
analysis. Technology to some extent has improved some time consuming 
and mundane calculations via calculators or counting software. To 
exemplify, in corporate businesses with the huge rate of sales and 
currencies transactions calculation of revenue, loss and profits can be a 
cumbersome without counting and advanced financial software. Also, 
some fundamental software such as excel provides the necessary tool 



forto experts to apply their understanding of numbers and convert them 
to some visual data to make them more readable for even novice 
employees. 

Technology can impact human experience in various areas from 
space to learning methodology in a positive ways. However, if it 
technology can deteriorate aggravate the quality of human life either in 
his thinking skills or self-efficacy which it might needed to be more 
scrutinized and ameliorated.  


